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CUIUlENT understanding qf archaeological siles ojlen relies upQn jJlrms com/liled before the
advenl rifmodem arc/wtological techniques. Such plans wtrt oflen created with a specific purpose
in mind that might be less helpfulfor modtm slu4Y. In this paper, the polmtial ofapplYing new
approadltS to prospection, using CPS and CIS technologies, is examined with relation /0 Wallon
Priory, East Yorkshire. The results ofthis slut[y demonstrate how the praJious plan of the sile is
spatiallY limited, withfiaturts extending inw J1u wida landscape. Furlhmnort, it apINars that
some ofthe interpretations ofthe site based u/KJn this tarlin' plan might hi incorrect due [0 thut. It
is concluded that the re-appraisal ofsiles is cmeialprior to the cons/rut/ion qfnmJ interpretations.

The data that provide the major proportion of the available information regarding
monastic sites stem from early excavations. Commonly these excavations wcre
fuelled by a characteristic desire to reveal the plan of a site. This 'wall-chasing'
approach has been criticised for what may be regarded as a number of
methodological limitations. In particular, there is the danger that the plan revealed
might merely reflect the preconceptions of the excavator rather than providing an
accurate understanding of the site's layout. Furthermore, such 'wall·chasing'
approaches risk missing the idiosyncrasics of a site and thereby failing to reveal
many of the more intcresting and potentially important features. At another level,
these carly excavations detachcd contextual information from the plan, by failing
to include both the stratigraphy and finds assemblage which are systematically
rcvcaled by modcrn excavation techniques.

In this paper the results from topographic survey and digital modelling of
,,,Iauon Priory, East Yorkshire, are presented using highly accurate high-resolution
survey mcthods. This re·evaluation of the site demonstrates that the evidcnce from
the earlier excavation work was spatially limited, and that the Priory walls actually
extend far further than the area investigated by the original excavators. Further
more, it nOtes that the additional features revealed by this new survey shed light on
some of the uncertainties of the original excavations. The results confirm the
importance ofcritically assessing earlier data sources, and with serious consequent
implications for the re-use and storage of data.
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Finally, this research demonstrates that through the application of an cvcr
increasing suile of technological approaches it is possible to develop a clearer
understanding of sites, where such previous work has taken place and advocates
re-appraisal, in a non-rleslruClive manner. The survey subsequently provides the
basis for future management of the site, and acts as a tool for directing future work
all the ground.

BACKGROUND

Archaeological imcrpretation is often based upon new data being placed
within the context of the corpus of previous research. Previous excavation and
interpretation ofa site provide the backdrop for interpretation made in the present
and as such the work of previous researchers should be considered within its own
context. Research into monastic sites provides an example of the need for this type
of reasoning. Numerous sites have been investigated over many years, and current
understanding of many of these sites rests upon the plans made during excavations
that were undertaken more than a hundred years ago using contemporary
methods. These plans also rely upon the interpolation of the positions of walls
between the excavation trenches in which portions of them have been revealed.
Interpretations and generalisations in the present are therefore based upon the
plans of sites that have been generated from what might be considered a dubious
methodology.

Theoretical approaches, methods and priorities ofexcavation change through
time, and sites are usually excavated with a particular focus or a question in mind.
Arguably, in the case of monastic sites, this question has often been the
reconstruction of the ground plan in order to link the site to what is known of the
appropriate Order, and to provide a context for historical sources. This approach
has even characterised relatively recelll excavation, as at the Carthusian monastery
at Hinton Charterhouse, Somerset, which was investigated as recently as the
1950s.1 Thc limitations of this approach are rooted in the problem of when to
stOp - at what point may it be considered that the full plan has been achieved,
and on what grounds is the decision based? Fundamentally, the implications of
using potentially incomplete plans in current interpretation are readily apparent
and potentially seriously flawed.

WATTON PRIORY-A CASE STUDY

The Gilbertine Priory of 5t Mary at Watton was founded during the middle
of thc I '2th century, surviving until the Dissolution of the 16th century, although it
was founded on the site ofa possible earlier nunnery recorded in the 7th century.'.!
The earlier house was not mentioned in Domesday and so it would appear that it
had ceased to exist some time prior to the I nh century. ',Vatton Priory was the
largest house in the Gilbertine Order, being founded as a double house providing
accommodation for both nuns and canons. COlllact between nuns and canons was

1 1'. C. ~lttchcr, 'Rccenl exca,·"tion, at Him"n Priory', Somnstl tlrc!uuo!. .Nal. /list. Soc., 96 (1951 j, r60-5_
~ W. H. Stjohn Hope, 'W"llon !'riory, Yorkshire', Trans. Easl Riding Atltiq. S«., 8 (1900), 70-107.
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Plan ofWat!on Priory (after Stjohn Hope).

prohibited other than during exceptional circumstances in the church and
infirmary. Even then, segregation was maintained through a wall in order IO

prevent the nuns and canons from seeing one another. This supposedly strict
segregation has huge implications when studying the layout of the site.

Watton Priory provides an example ofa site where current knowledge is based
primarily upon the reports ofexcavators working more than a hundred years ago.
In this case the excavator, W. H. Stjohn Hope, was relatively progressive in terms
of archaeological practice. He undertook excavations with the Rev Dr Cox under
the auspices of the East Riding Amiquaries Society, beginning in September 1893
and cominuing imermittently until the final investigations in 1898. The focus of
this early work was IO discover the plans of the various buildings and to understand
the site's layout, since its significance was that it held the potential to provide the
first detailed understanding of the spatial arrangement of a double Gilbertine
Priory. In this way, three key aims underlay the rationale of the excavators. Firstly,
it appeared that the monastery had a double house from its conception until the
Reformation, while olhers in the Gilbertine Order had become single houses. It
therefore held the potential to yield valuable information about the plan and layout
of such sites. Secondly, the site was open and undeveloped, containing only one
standing building that was itself part of the original monastic complex, therefore
providing the opportunity for easy access for excavation. Finally, the discovery ofa
sUl\!cy undertaken at the Reformation gave dimensions of part of the monastic
buildings, which was considered as a useful focus for the investigations. 3 A
reproduction of the plan resulting from Stjohn Hope's work is shown in figure I.

A number of points may be raised concerning this early excavation work at
Watton Priory. Primarily, if the plan was created on the basis of 'wall-chasing'
excavation, then details and subtleties lying outside of this structured pattern of
trenches are unlikely to have been revealed. As a consequence, interpretations
based upon the plan are unlikely IO be thorough, and are more likely to be

, Stjohn Hope, 01" cit. in note 2.
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inaccurate. This is particularly intriguing since it is mentioned in the original
report that other earthworks existed on the site at the time of excavation. It was
noted that, 'If an older monastery stood here, some of these earthworks may be of
Saxon origin,' but that these may be later since'... the construction of such
enclosures was the first duty of every Gilbertine monastery'.4 This passage
highlights the equivocal nature ofour understanding of the site and presents certain
hypotheses for testing. If the structures represent Saxon activity then these
earthworks could be extremely important in providing further detail from this
period. However, if they are contemporary with the post·c. "50 site, then what
additional detail can they add t.o the undcrstanding of the plan, and tJlerefore the
inte'l)retation of the sit.e? St John Hope did not record thc positions of these
featurcs, and consequently we cannot tell whether there wcre also other features
that were either not noticed or not recorded at the time of the excavation.

SURVEYING WATTON

The site of Wallon Priory currently lies under grass, with parts of the walls
uncovered by the excavations at thc end of the t9th cenlury still visible on the
surface. Some areas of the old excavation trenches have been left open, providing
a variable topography consisting of walls, spoil, earthworks and undisturbed
ground. It has been demonstrated previously that high-resolution topographic
survey folJowed by digital landscape modelling can be used to identify buried
features that do nOt provide any clear indication of their existence on the surface,~

and consequently the site was surveyed using differential Global Positioning System
(GPS) equipment.6 This equipment uses the positions of satellites to identify
positions on the ground to a very high accuracy (in this case ± 0.02 m) through
calibration between two data receivers. 7

Other forms of prospection are available to the modem archaeologist when
studying such sites including a range of geophysicaJ survey techniques and aerial
photography. Each of the different forms of site prospection has advantages and
disadvantages, and geophysical survey have been very successful in revealing
information regarding the plans of sites. High-resolution survey was chosen as the
initial survey method at 'Watton as current aerial photographic data from the site
has produced poor results due to the interference of tree coverage in important
areas of the site, while the variable topography of the sitc would also bencfil from a
micro·topographic survey.

GPS was choscn in preference over optical methods for the survey at ''''alton
for twO main reasons. Firstly, the technique provides a fast and efficient recording
of poiillS -typically, it is possible for a single surveyor to record far in excess ofa
thousand accurate positions in a day. Secondly, there is no need to maintain a line

• Stjohn Hope. op. cit. in not... Il, 71.
) H. P. Chapman and R. Van d.- i\:oon. ·High-rnoIUlKm weiland prospection, u~illK GPS and GIS; landscape

$IOOi", at SUlion Common (South Yorkshire). and Meare Vi1l:>~ E:ut (Somrnn)".]. ATfIwol. SOmu_ 118 (WOI).
]65 75·

I> tI. tcnwic.k, ·~ledie-..u 5i1C3 in the Ilull ~;dIC)~ distribution and modc':Uing', 183-91 in R. Vall de Noon and
S. Ellis (c:ds.), IlrlI-iH~ -fiN 11.1/ 1.''7.'' A""nio.tIi s.m,. (Hull, 2(00).~ Irchniq~ is oudin.-d in
ckmil in Cha~ ...n and Vim de- Noon, '?P. cil III nOl... 5.

• S«- A. U:x:k. CPS SWllik~ (N.,..· York. 1995), rOT iI cIr3cripIk>1I ordw-p~
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of sight between the surveyor and the base station, which means that complex
traversing is not required, unlike the situation when optical methods of survey are
used. The key limitations of G PS lie in the need to keep a clear view of the sky in
order to maintain radio COnlact with the satellites overhead. As a result, in areas of
high tree cover or building density, the application is limited. At Watton trees
currently follow the edges of the fields within the precinct and an avenue of trees
crosses the north of the site, thereby causing some limitation in the survey, but the
principal features of the site are largely open.

The site was surveyed in transects across the site recording positions at paced
intervals of approximately 3 m. In areas of higher topographic variation where this
resolution was unlikely to be able to sufficiently record the surface features, points
were recorded at an increased surface density. This method of variable resolution
survey has been demonstrated to provide a more accurate data sample for
generation into a digital elevation model (DEM) representation of the site.1i Due to
tree and building coverage across parts of the site it was surveyed in three separate
areas. Overall, a total of 3,800 points were recorded over a tOlal area of 2.17 ha,
providing a sample density 01'0.2 per sq m.

DATA PROCESSING METHODS

The data from the three surveys were processed and correCled to National
Grid co-ordinates using software developed by R. Middleton (University of Hull).
It was then imported into Geographical Information System (GIS) software for
further processing - in this case ESRI ArcInfo, run through a UNIX platform.

Each of the three survey areas was considered separately. The point data
resulting from the survey were initially transformed to form a lriangulated surface,
and this was re-sampled to provide a cell-based surface. The resulting gridded data
structure provides a mathematical surface construeled from square cells each of a
given regular size, in this case 0.5 x 0.5 m, wilh each cell representing an
inlerpolated height.

The data formal oflhe DEM surface allowed for re-sampling in order to form
alternative represenlations and models that enable the landscape to be understood
in different ways. The mathemalical cell-based data-format enables exaggeration
through the application of simple algorithms. By applying a virtual lighl source to
the model il is possible to highlight some of the less obvious features and anomalous
variations of the model (Fig. 2). The previous plan of the excavaled site provided
sufficient information to enable it to be located relative to the positions of the
modern field boundaries.9 A digitised version showing the positions of walls could
then be draped over the DEM within the GIS environment, thus enabling
correlation between the excavalions and survey to be examined. Figure 3 shows
the OEM with an applied light source highlighting the more subtle features, and
with the outlines of the excavated walls overlain upon the OEM.

" "I. I·'~ld,,:r "'HI D. Spica ·Clond,..n~·:an cxpcrinwrH with "".id(kd and non·griddcd su"·q· data·, 309-2{ ill
S. P. Q. Rahlz (I'd.), C'ompuln(wd O!.lflJllilali/.", .\I(lluxfs illllrrlUU'o!o/I)' (1l1\R 1m. Ser., 446(ii), Oxford, J9H8).

YStjohn Hope, op_ C;J. in not'> 2_
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FIG. 2

DDI orthe three: sun",)' areas OrWal10n Priol)' (Nonh 10 top).

RESULTS

The results from this work highlight two principal themes. Firstly, there is a
vcry close and demonstrable correlation between the features visible on the model
and the pauern of walls marked on Stjohn Hope's plan. Within the western part
of the site, this correlation is dramatically emphasised by the outline of the Nuns'
cloister and the surrounding buildings, including the Lay Sisters' lodging and guest
houses on its western side, and the buildings on its northern side. To the south, the
oullinc of the church is extremely well defined on the OEM, with this part of the
model clearly highlighting some of the internal detail. In the eastern area of tile site
the oudine of thc Canons' cloister is visible on the model, though this is less well
defined than the Nuns' c10istcr to the west. Previously it had been considered that
many of the upstanding earthworks were in fact the spoil heaps from the
excavations rather than the walls of buildings.

The second themc stcmming from the sun'cy is that the layout of the walls as
determined from St John Hope's plan is extremely limited. Whilst there is
considerable correlation between features on the DEM and the positions of the
walls on Stjohn Hope's plan, the foundations of many additional structures may
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FIG. 3

Stjohn Hope's plan orlhe sit~ dmped on to the DE-\! ck:ri\'M rrollllh~ cum:1lI SUI'\~ (Nonh 10 lOp).

be identified from the OEM as foUowing the same alignments as those excavated.
This is particularly notable within the western survey area of the site. Within the
centre of the cloister, severaJ linear features aJigned north to south are visible,
though it is possible that these might relate to the excavation of the site. ~'Iore

dramaticaJly, in the area to the west of the mapped buildings, the 15th-century wall
extending westwards from the southcrn side ofthc gucsthouse appears to continue.
Furthermore, a second linear feature running parallel to this wall but to the north
is also visible, while additionally, to the south of these, other linear hollow-ways
may be seen.

On the southcrn side of the church further earthwork remains that are not
recorded on the earlier plan are highlighted by the OEM. The first of these, which
extends southwards from the galilee, is a linear bank. To the east of this, extending
along a NE. by S\·V. alignment, is another bank, although this might relate to a
path seen eXlcnding (0 St Mary's Church 011 a reproduction of an Ordnance
Survey I :2,500 scale map of the area as published by Stjohn Hope. 10 In the eastern
arca of the site, surrounding the Canons' cloister are fewer unrecorded remains,
perhaps due to the smaller area ofsurvey. To ule east, however, there is a small hill
that relates to a mound again recorded by the Ordnance Survey, which might
relate to onc of the archery butts recorded in the schedule. In the northern area of
the precinct, away from the region of the earlier excavations are a number ofquite
amorphous features.

,. Op. cit. ill note 2.
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DISCUSSION

The prescnt study at Watton Priory has demonstrated that high-resolution
survey and GIS data modelling can be used to provide a model that highlights data
from previolls excavations. Furthermore, it has demonstrated that this approach
provides the potential for highlight.ing features that have been missed previollsly,
but wililOut the need for irnfusive methods to be employed. The validity of certain
pans of tbe model has been demonstrated by overlaying the original excavation
data which visibly matched the earthwork features seen through the exaggeration
and shading orthe OEM. \"'hat is required now is for the previollsly unrecorded
features to be examined in oreler to further validate the OEM and determine the
nature of these features. Such further work could include a mixture of further
prospection by geophysical survey alongside selective excavation. If these features
are pro\·en to be contemporary with the monastic site then their role and
significance to the interpretation of the site clearly needs to be addressed.

The new topographic model of Watton Priory has raised a number of
questions about the function and interpretation of the site. Firstly, it appears that
the buildings and walls on the site might have covered a larger part of the precinct
than previously dctermined, and that these features were probably contemporary
with at least the final (15th-century) constructions. Such an extension to the site
would almost certainly have implications in relation to its function and arrange
ment, and as a conscquence of this study it is clear that these aspects are not
currently underslood.

Secondly, the new survey has highlighted areas of the site, both insicle the are;:l
of the earlier plans and also within the precinct more generally, that would benefit
from further investigation. Such an investigation could be focused around
geophysical survey and limited trial trenches aimed at particular un-investigated
features as highlighted by the new model. Furthermore, it appears from the close
correlation of alignments between the pre\ri.ollsly mapped and newly modelled
features that the other earthworks probably reflect the late 12th-century phases of
the monastery and not those of the Anglo-Saxon site.

The significance of these results suggests that it is perhaps timely to now
reassess marc monuments previously excavated in the 19th century and to
funclamentally re-evaluate OUT understanding of them in the light of the evident
potential for un-investigated data. Thc example of Watton Priory dcmonstrates
that additions to the plans can be made even on sites wherc it is assumcd that a
fairly complcte plan has already bccn achieved. Re-survey is far from being a new
concept and has a long history ofusc. II However, the modelling proccss provides a
less subjectivc mcthodological <lpproach since it is not purely based upon cmpirical
observations on thc ground and it therefore holds the potential to highlight featurcs
that cannot be secn in the field or those which may be overseen. In this respect, thc
potcntial of the application of this approach to other similar sites is clearly
significant.

11 !\I. Rowden, c.,mmli"l: IN IA1IdK~ -on Inlfllisil~'"ApprootJlloArrlul4'O!DJo (Slroud, 1999).
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Further implications for understanding the archaeological record might also

be considered as a result of this research. The re·use of archaeological data has
become an increasingly pertinent theme in recent years. 12 Current discourses
highlight the need to understand the quality of the data held in archives in order to
understand how appropriate its re·use may be. At Wauon, a number of foci
warrant some mention. Firstly, the original plan of the site was adequately surveyed
in order to enable its geo-referencing for direct comparison with the new model.
However, the locations of the excavated trenches and areas of spoil were not
recorded and as such their impact upon the landscape, and consequemly the
interpretation of the model, cannot be fully understood. Secondly, site plans SUdl

as Stjohn Hope's overview of Walton Priory provide the foundations for current
research and the understanding of these sites generally, and Gilbertine monasteries
more specifically. Consequently any limitations evident in earlier plans will be
perpetuated throughout other levels of subsequent research. The new survey
presented herc thcrefore serves in part to highlight lhese pOlcnliallimitations.

CONCLUSIONS

This paper has demonstrated the usefulness of high-resolution digital suno'ey
and landscape modelling techniques for reassessing and augmenting earlier surveys
ofmonastic sites. I t has shown how such approaches can assist in the understanding
of sites by raising new questions and highlighting new areas that may not have
been studied previously. At Watton Priory this method has indicated that the
previously unrecorded earthworks probably relate to the post-I 150 occupation of
the site. Furthermore, it has demonstrated that the buildings may well have
encompassed a larger proportion of the precinct during the final phases of the site,
with some features as highlighted by the DEM most certainly extending to the west
and south. It has also raised questions about the nature of the occupancy within
the remainder of the precinct, and the possibility for an even larger plan size for
the largest house in the Gilbertine Order.
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